
The Campaign for Energy Justice

Weigh in on Duke Energy’s Dangerous Carbon Plan:

A How-To Guide to Submit Written Comments to the Public Record

Your voice matters!

This spring, Duke Energy submitted a Carbon Plan to help North Carolina achieve goals
laid out in recently enacted laws to curb climate change. Duke Energy's Carbon Plan
ostensibly aims to achieve our state's climate goals to curb carbon emissions, invest in
solar, wind, and other renewable sources of energy, and electrify our state’s economy.
But it has dangerous drawbacks, including its failure to take equity and meaningful
community engagement into full account. This threatens to leave low-wealth North
Carolinians, who are disproportionately people of color, without reliable access to
affordable electricity, including energy they generate on their own.

The North Carolina Utilities Commission (NCUC), which regulates the state’s energy
rates and services, is seeking public comments on Duke Energy’s Carbon Plan. This
memo offers guidance on how you can share your story – and why doing so will build
pressure for a plan that centers climate justice. It was prepared by  the Center for
Progressive Reform’s Campaign for Energy Justice, which aims to ensure that North
Carolina’s transition to a clean energy economy equitably serves all North Carolinians,
regardless of wealth or background. To improve public participation, the Campaign is
seeking written comments to inform NCUC of how Duke’s plan will impact you.

Share your story.

Any person or entity may submit written statements. Share your thoughts on Duke
Energy’s Carbon Plan with NCUC.

● Tell decision-makers how the plan will affect you, your family, your community,

our state, or our nation while also achieving our state’s climate goals.

● Consider themes like energy affordability, energy justice, clean energy, and

environmental sustainability. (See Appendix A for talking points.)

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1inXFWGp0en9ciwlkbUiSCG_6r-zBTzUzVGuqXyAgTzo/edit


● Don’t worry about length. Comments can be short (a paragraph) or long (multiple

pages). (See Appendix B for sample comments.)

Follow these instructions to file your comments:

1. Mail statements to 4325 Mail Service Center Raleigh, NC 27699-4300.
Reference Docket No. E 100, Sub 179 in your statement.

2. Or, file statements electronically via the Commission’s website. Reference
Docket No. E 100, Sub 179.

3. Access statements relating to Docket No. E-100 Sub 179CS by searching the
docket number via this website.

https://www.ncuc.net/contactus.html
https://starw1.ncuc.gov/NCUC/page/docket-docs/PSC/DocketDetails.aspx?DocketId=8d6cc88e-c26a-438d-9061-3dd2301b15f7


4. Subscribe to the docket to receive an email notification when documents are filed
or when the commission issues an order in this matter. To subscribe,

(a) First, create an “NCID account” (see below).

(b) Then, follow the instructions to create a user ID and password.

5. For assistance, call the chief clerk’s office at (919) 733-7328.

https://www.ncuc.net/documents/onlinesubscription.pdf


Appendix A: General Talking Points

Energy Justice:

● For background information, watch this short video clip.
● Communities, disproportionately of color, contributed little to climate change but

face steep increases in electricity rates as North Carolina addresses the climate

crisis.

● The Campaign for Energy Justice is working to ensure that low-wealth North

Carolinians have reliable access to affordable electricity – including energy they

generate on their own – as our state decarbonizes.

● To make that possible, Duke Energy and NCUC should:

○ Educate the public about Duke’s Carbon Plan and ensure all have

information needed to meaningfully participate in the rulemaking process.

○ Actively reach out to low-wealth communities and communities of color.

○ Meaningfully incorporate community input into Duke’s Carbon Plan.

○ Protect historically marginalized communities already burdened by coal

plants.

Energy Affordability:

● Increases in electricity rates leave millions of North Carolinians without power to

heat, cool, and light homes; connect to work, school, and their communities;

charge and use their health-related devices; and cook, clean, relax, and play.

● Low-wealth households in North Carolina have high energy burdens, where a

larger percentage of their income goes toward their energy costs. Nearly 1.5

million North Carolinians are overburdened by energy costs.

● North Carolina’s lowest-wealth households spend 33 percent of their income on

energy bills. To put this into context, spending more than 6 percent of income on

energy costs is generally considered a high energy burden.

● Some 1 million NC families are behind on electric, water, and sewage bills and

forced to choose between keeping the lights on and food, water, medicine.

● Renters in North Carolina bear an even higher energy burden. Twenty-six

percent of renter households in North Carolina are extremely low income (ELI)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bh7C8SERKCY&t=15s


and 70 percent of ELI renter households have an extreme energy cost burden.

ELI renter households in North Carolina have paid upwards of 44 percent of their

overall income toward energy costs.

● Low-wealth ratepayers in North Carolina, on average, spend between 8 to 10

percent of their income on energy costs. This means that North Carolina sits in

the top half of states with the highest energy burden for low-wealth communities.

● Duke Energy, a major corporation with outsized influence over the state’s

decarbonization plan, isn’t taking affordability and equity into full account.

Low-wealth people aren’t required – or, in many cases, even able – to participate.

They’re shut out.

● Ensuring low-wealth communities have access to affordable electricity and

energy savings programs is a matter of economic and racial justice and will

strengthen our state and nation. We all do better when we all have what we

need.

● Duke Energy should set fair and affordable rates for low-income North

Carolinians

● Duke Energy should invest in programs to help people buy and maintain

equipment to generate their own energy (customer-owned generation), all the

while reducing energy burden and increasing energy security and efficiency

Environmental Sustainability:

● No new drilling for natural gas.

● Expand investment in sources of clean energy, like wind and solar power.

● Expand energy efficiency and to reduce energy burden on consumers.

● Drop plans to employ small modular nuclear reactors, a new and unproven

technology that is highly unlikely to be built and operational in time to meet our

state’s carbon reduction goals.

Appendix B: Sample Comments from Public Docket

https://click.emails.sierraclub.org/?qs=a2d559d09d8d3f71d4487d354f4f454f5f061ff0eeb7c923c6f2a24c59d67da782c87fa4850e890c139a90612995d4d64e87248a15096693









